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       CONCERNING AMERICA Agitated child, Listening to the words of clown, Charlatan, blackguard, clergyman, And vainly trying to follow their commands Simultaneously, with legs and arms Swinging like demented Jehovahs, The plastic shapelessness of mud Waits to receive your castigated fevers. And all the children whose inarticulate Hearts smashed together make your body— The burly, waggish rogue Paid to dance in your cabarets; The shoulder-shaking girl Who mistakes one shiver for immortality; The roughly earnest gunman Whose blundering insurrection Clutches a cool device; The man whose eyes are coins Encased in viscous white; The fox-like politician Leaping on small prizes in the dark; The farmer, lending his different costume To the ox-like patience of earth; The manual laborers With minds as minute and obscure as bricks, And softly prominent hearts; The factory-girls who try to scold The murmur of their souls With one hundred slang phrases— All of them will lose Their imaginary differences In the lenient refuge of mud. But their souls, ridiculously Ignorant of national boundary-lines, And amused at the physical promise Or ruin that men extract Tortuously from life— Their souls will instigate A more conspicuous conflict. CRY, NAKED AND PERSONAL Conversation in oak trees, Better than the talk of men Because it ends where they begin Futilely. Ferns, and invasion of moss, Waiting for the conquest of words To dwindle with the years And find, in the doom of green, A mute and sprightly correction. These trees do not proclaim That men are fools or geniuses. Their rustling tolerance Does not seek to intrude Upon the indifference of time, And it is appropriate That their leaves should wait to contain The discarded syllables Of human erudition. I have seen a man Gaze upon an oak tree, As one who hates a patient enemy. Sensual desires and mental plots Had marked his face not tenderly. Combat of envy and pride Gained the dilated prize of his eyes As he looked upon the tree. Then his voice achieved The solace of admiration. “The leaves are beautiful in Autumn. This oak tree has a pleasant sturdiness.” When confronted by a tree, Or sunset prowling down the hills, The sensual boast of men Trembles with fear and raises The shield of adoration. Look upon the oak tree Without that simulated courage Falsely wrung from soothing sound. The oak tree is a living prison Where the thoughts and lusts of men Dangle to the whims of winds And learn an unexpected tolerance. Seek revenge upon the tree; Dress it in capricious metaphor; Fling your costumes on its frame. Or, better still, realize That the oak tree does not Demolish the souls of men. I say that all of nature Is only the mingled womb and tomb With which an ancient illusion Perpetuates the religions that keep it alive. Before I leave the oak tree Laughter captures my lips. Newton, a dry and wavering leaf, Has fallen to the earth. FANTASY “Geography locates actual mountains, Rivers, and valleys, while critics Of literature and art Draw imaginary maps Small as the nail of an infant’s thumb. Then nouns and adjectives Are purchased and arranged To magnify and defend the size Of exquisite differences In altitude, position, and direction. Trivially vociferous, Your geographical critics Display their little maps to men Whose eyes are already convinced Or turned in another direction.” Torban, a scholar from Mars, Dropped his speech and laughed. His laugh was the sound of a mountain Emancipated by humour And cavorting over the plains. The mountain fled, but Torban remained, Made gigantic by its aftermath. For size does not reside In the legs and torsos That men hug, frightened, or with glee. He said: “Criticism in Mars Resembles your hours of sleep. Each night we leave creation; Greet the steeply slanting beds; And turn our large eyes inward To a complicated cabaret: Cabaret filled with relieving jigs; Cabaret crammed with irascible magicians Who persist in spoiling their little tricks By proclaiming the honesty of their intentions; Cabaret in which malice, Dignified or torrential, Turns creators into beetles And slays them ingeniously; Cabaret in which Erudition, Tempted by emotional coquettes, Swaggers greyly past the footlights; Cabaret in which Lust Defends itself with thoughtful monologues, Stopping to expectorate Into metaphysical cuspidors; Cabaret in which the mind Scorns the morphine of emotion Until, exhausted, it is forced Secretly to indulge in the drug; Cabaret of toothless bickerings That lisp like market-women At an ancient Fair; Cabaret in which Tolerance and Indifference Sit on the floor below the banquet-table And wait for crumbs that accidentally Slip from the over-full plates; Cabaret in which Logic Swallows the whiskey of dogmas, Reels to the little bed-chamber, And gradually falls asleep; Cabaret in which qualities, Enlarged and beribboned, engage In arguments with smaller qualities, Each longing for the other’s size.” Torban paused, and his smile, A thread of quicksilver bettering his face, Encouraged the purpose of my voice. I said: “The cabaret that you describe Reminds me of criticism on earth.” He answered: “One difference exists. We go to sleep before we criticize— An excellent antidote for truth and lies!” HATRED OF METAPHOR AND SIMILE Ta-ra-ta-ta! The ancient horn is once more bleating Its ephemeral plea to immortality. Thus announced, the author of the play, Naked, and with a scholar’s face Ill-at-ease above the flesh, Proclaims the purpose of the play. His speech, long and unadorned, Requires this concentrated translation: “Life is a sensual hunter And only his trophies are real. These protesting animals May sometimes be cleverly scrutinized By six or seven intellects Secreted in the noisy audience.” Ta-ra-ta-ta! The horn resounds, and its echoes Are caught by an uproar of sounds— Excited disciples within the theater. “Down with fantasy!” “Realism and flesh forever!” “No more lies about the soul!” “Give us earth and logic!” “Murder the mountebanks and butterflies!” “Down with metaphor and simile!” The play is about to begin When two unfortunate poets Are discovered in the audience. Morbid, grotesque, and nonchalant, They wear involved, embroidered clothes And smoke emotional cigarettes, Flicking the ashes carefully Into the rage of faces around them. And one poet recommends A ruffled, satirical vest for the hairy chest Of a broad man seated near him. With cries, in which the earthly illusion Mounts its strident throne, The audience expels the two poets With ritual of feet and fists. Unperturbed, the poets Stoop to mend their embroidered sleeves Tom by the frantic audience. With this important task completed, They stroll away. TIME, INFINITY, AND ETERNITY, DESCEND UPON A BLACK DERBY HAT Vicious and sincere, The black derby hat flaunts itself Upon the head of an amateur libertine. The libertine is a nervous rascal Asking too many favors From one spear-point exalted by men, But the black derby hat, Poised and incorruptible, Curves its black no to the senses. To those who cannot see, The black derby hat is only a sugar-bowl Turned upside-down and out of place, Or one of many crowns Bestowing their ugly pathos Upon the struggle of a nation, Or the way in which a dreamer Pitifully says hello to the stars, Or a symbol of bulky manhood Swaggering in an ancient trap. But to eyes that can look beyond The surface rites of America Bending over bargain-counters of flesh, The black derby hat is an alabaster Sentinel, defending its realm Against the pompous indifference Of Time, Infinity, and Eternity. The black derby hat is an outline of earth, Bold and abrupt, remaining Indifferent to the desperate commands Of sex and greed, and he who wears it Is only a helpful accident Bringing publicity to the hat. Uncompromising, the black derby hat Suggests the blunt isolation of intellect, And yet it may have been made By some weak serf of emotion. From the contact of incongruities Life evolves the more perfect shape, And so, the black derby hat, Gliding through the frantic defeats Of a city street, Coolly protects its realm Against the scarecrow-contempt Of Time, Infinity, and Eternity. I WALK UPON A STREET Must I see a gutter In which the hurried machination Of water carries bits of apple peeling To some profound, obscure intelligence? And if the gutter is to me Merely the masterful travel of brown Speeding with odds and ends of red, To lend importance to a dream, Will this belief decrease my size When death reproves my inefficient limbs? I walk upon a street Where trite deceptions glide Ceaselessly. Upon this street the spasmodic revolt Of color refuses to join The orderly, substantial lie. Scattered anarchists of color, Thin and incorrupt, Contend against the ponderous devices Of lust for flesh and gold. With a spiritual savageness Colors bring their lucid treason To ancient, shrouded tyrannies. The knitted green of this girl’s sweater Is a badge releasing A cool republic of desire Unrelated to earth. Her famished opaque face Feeds on sleek anticipations— Unconscious incongruity. Color alone is real, Waving perpetually Over the graves of thought and emotion. From the vaster shapes of color Small and involved broods of thought and emotion Are born to scorn their distant mothers. The ruffian dream recedes Over a span of twenty thousand years, And color, awake and supreme, Waits to be once more divided By another nightmare dream. If men could see this they might kneel Upon this sidewalk and observe The importance of apple-peelings Testing their spirals of red Against the thick, brown stream. THE INCURABLE MYSTIC ANSWERS WESTERN AMBITIONS Western men, Your life is a minor rhapsody For flute and violin. With sounds, now shrill, now suave, You steal your hymns and frolics From the surface dirt of realism And the curves of sensuality. Your feeble mysticism Strains at the task of lifting tables And placing naïve retorts Into the mouths of spirits. Your erudition is the vain Gesture of your repentance Grown over-thin and complex. Western men, you are beggars Devouring bits of guile Tossed from a violent mirage. The contours of a rose Bribing the quiet madness of evening With cunning promises of red, Are more important than your sweating love And the rushing dreads of your market-places. The contours of a rose Will still arrange their subtle dream When your clever schemes of mud Win the drifting pension of dust. Your charts and diagrams Are merely a ragamuffin’s initials Cut into an ancient gateway That guards the invisible meaning of life. PLATONIC NARRATIVE Tomato soup at four A. M. We seemed to sit upon the floor But, with a feathery discretion, We advised our bodies To make the floor a glistening fundamental Flattened by the walk of centuries. Continuing the advice, We told our bodies to arrange A variation on the floor And give the floor a living Reason for existence. Our bodies, with clandestine movements, Accepted the advice And became the essences of Plato, Almost tempting our flesh To renounce its weight. Our lifted knees were actors Simulating treason to our souls, With their prominence of bone. They were interviewed By elbows that held a light disbelief. Our backs against the cushions Had disappeared, and we did not move For fear that all of us Might rush away through the openings. Our heads were fiercely bent down, As though they felt an ecstasy Of shame at their crudity ... When we returned to the tomato soup It was an insipid fluid, But we drank it indifferently, And it is also possible That an unearthly laugh Peered through the crevices of our eyes, Finding no need for sound. PORTRAITS I. Stenographer Intellect, You are an electrical conspiracy Between the advance guards of soul and mind. Thoughts and spiritual instincts, Profound and unfanatical, Sit plotting against the enmity That seeks to wall them in separate castles... A thought and a spiritual instinct Link themselves for an instant Upon the face of this stenographer. Unknown to her mind and speech A gleam of intellect contradicts her features, And she spies the jest of her relation To the droning man beside her. This incredible news Will be doubted by poets and scientists. II. Waitress Musicians and carpenters Meet upon your trays of food: Aesthetics and the flesh Play their little joke upon dogma, Urged by the rhythm of your hands. Your rouged cheeks slip unnoticed Through the sexless turmoil. The rituals are hastened Lest they become self-conscious... I stop you and remark: “The sylvan story of your hair Is damaged by your rhinestone comb. May I remove it?” Then you stare. The fact that you have been Greeted by something other than a wink Almost causes you to think. You walk away, holding an emotion That skims the lips of many adjectives. Confused, uncertain, scornful— With none of them fused together. III. Shop-Girl Yellow roses in your black hair Hold the significance Of stifled mystics defying Time. Yellow roses in your black hair Can become to certain eyes The trivial details of emotion. Yellow roses in your black hair Often embarrass passing philosophers Who suddenly realize That they have been furtively snatching at color and light. Shop-girl, in the midst of your frolic, Take this portrait without surprise. Portraits are merely pretexts. IV. Manicurist Maudlin, hurt, morose, Tender, angry, remote, Whimsical, frigid, impatient— Compel these adjectives to become Friendly to each other And let them stumble in unison Beneath the muscular trouble of life. The careful Boss who sends them on Holds one eye of bitterness And another of sentimentality, Closing each one on different occasions. The careful Boss may be your soul, Tired manicurist, amazing The fragrant barber-shop With words of valiant prose. Ferretti, the mildly dying barber, Loves his bald head with one finger And whispers, “She’s crazy, I fire her tomorrow. When customer ask her to eat with him She laugh and tell him she no care To pay too much for indigestion. She’s crazy. I fire her tomorrow.” Ferretti does not know That souls are not entirely unconcerned With straining for effects. V. Housewife Seraphic and relaxed, you take Your novel with uncertain thumbs, As one who lingers over cake And dreads the thought of final crumbs. Frown at my precious sorcery And label me an envious elf. If human beings could agree Their boredom might revenge itself. O youthful housewife, weighing grains Of joy upon your empty smile, The total of my bolder gains Is but a more impressive guile. Your serious child wins the alert And limpid art of playing tag, While your emotions rest inert Like dried fruit in a paper bag. And yet I envy both of you And wish that I could also find The mildness of your fancied view, Where feelings dance and thoughts are kind. VI. Woman They worship musical sound Protecting the breast of emotion. Their feelings pose as fortune-tellers And angle for coins from credulous thoughts. Shall we abandon this luxury Of mild mist and wild raptures? Your face refrains from saying yes But your closed eyes roundly Reward the luminous sentence. Greece and Asia have exchanged Problems upon your face, And the fine poise of your head Tries to catch their conversation. Few people care to use Thought as a musical instrument That brings its singing restraint to grief and joy, But we, with straight arms, will descend Daringly upon this situation. The full-blown confusion of life Will detest our intrusion. VII. Old Actor Any minor poet can claim That his subject resembles music. (“Her steps were notes of music.” “His presence was like a song.”) You are a long-neglected Instrument from which the player, With over-confident lips, blows only A jet of dust that falls upon The damp chagrin of his face. Moist from the futile effort He asks his listeners to admire Imaginary notes. They clap their hands, and he must retire To the slow digesting of his lie. Old actor, you have finished reciting Hamlet; Your pennies are gathered; and you depart. NEGRO CRIMINAL From the pensive treachery of my cell I can hear your mournful yell. Centuries of pain are pressed Into one unconscious jest As your scream disrobes your soul. The silence of your iron hole Is hot and stolid, like a guest Weary of seeing men undressed. Like the silence, I listen Because I dread the glisten Of a hidden humour that strains Under the stumble of all pains. Brown and wildly clownish shape Thrown into a cell for rape, You contain the tortured laugh Of a pilgrim-imbecile whose staff Taps against a massive comedy. Melodrama burlesques itself with free And stony voice, and wears a row of masks To lure the joviality of tasks. Melodrama, you, and I, We are merely tongues that try To ogle a protesting dream Into whisper, laugh, and scream. SHORT STORY IN SONNET FORM Loud chatter in a thousand minor lines Was your religion, and your art was pain Disguised by phrases of verbose disdain. You married an old man who gave you wines Lukewarm and pink, until your tipsy youth, Grown weary of evading sensual lies, Ran to idiot-Pierrot whose cries Created that delusion known as truth. The ache of your sincerity betrayed His awkward falseness, and he turned away, Grinning until your bullet found his head. Then people claimed that you had merely paid Insanely for a tritely sordid play. Your lyric could not answer—it was dead. FEMININE TALK First Woman Do you share the present dread Of being sentimental? The world has flung its boutonnière Into the mud, and steps upon it With elaborate gestures! Second Woman Sentimentality Is the servant-girl of certain men And the wife of others. She scarcely ever flirts With creative minds, Striving also to become Graceful and indiscreet. First Woman Sappho and Aristotle Have wandered through the centuries, Dressed in an occasional novelty— A little twist of outward form. They have always been ashamed To be caught in a friendly talk. Second Woman When emotion and the mind Engage in deliberate dialogue, One hundred nightingales And intellectuals find a common ground, And curse the meeting of their slaves! First Woman The mind must only play With polished relics of emotion, And the heart must never lighten Burdens of the mind. Second Woman I desire to be Irrelevant and voluble, Leaving my terse disgust for a moment. I have met an erudite poet With a northern hardness Motionless beneath his youthful robes. He shuns the quivering fluencies Of emotion, and shifts his dominoes Within a room of tortured angles. But away from this creative room He sells himself to the whims Of his wife, a young virago With a calculating nose. Beneath the flagrant pose Of his double life Emotion and the mind Look disconsolately at each other. First Woman Lyrical abandon And mental cautiousness Must not mingle to a magic Glowing, yet deliberate. Second Woman Never spill your wine Upon a page of mathematics. Drink it decently Within the usual tavern. THE SWORD CONVERSES WITH A PHILOSOPHER Sword The Hindoo raises his arms And holds them level with his shoulders Till they become still and permanent, like horizons. But I prefer to stumble Into abrupt harmonies That must ever be flung aside. With one quick slash I cut Lips of death upon an expressionless breast, And a vermilion sincerity Pardons the sophistry of flesh. It is better to make And leave the moments of a poem Than to erect an ingenious pedestal Upon which blindness solemnly squats. Philosopher Men’s tongues are slow, and they have made you To avenge their hidden shame at this. You give startling girdles to virgins, Red beards to thieves, And writhing necklaces to children, Because the tongues of men are slow And revel in your quicker rhythms. An idiot whirls you around his head And persuades himself that he is swift. Imagination drenches his eyes And he spreads himself flat on your blade. Sword All of your words are concentrated Into the glittering censure of my blade! Philosopher Life wraps its layer of touch around one, Like a haunting blanket Smothering the taunting lips of a child. Curving their fingers around your hilt Men strive to purchase the triumph Of an imagined escape. I teach them plaintively to weave Schemes of consolation On the broad texture of their lives. You tell them to slash the fabric, Reaching into the black space underneath it. You are not a symbol of cruelty. An innocent impatience Sharpens the comedy of your blade. Sword Men have only two choices— To worship idols or mimic fireflies, And I lend my strength to each choice, Teaching them to abandon The harlequin raptures of words. Philosopher You bring them yearning turbulence, And I, a quick-tongued refuge. Silence will pardon both of us. CAPTAIN SIMMONS An arbitrary architect Became his mind, and planned Cathedrals, mansions, and shops In a room enclosed by hair. And so a crowded town Occupied the dwarfed miles in his head, And along the boundary-line That separated thought from emotion Darkly seething slums grew up. Owing to the lack of space Prevailing in mental slums, Some buildings had been forced Into the realm of emotion. Within these structures half-breeds lived— Creatures whose inconsequent Color prevented them From being entirely logical, And whose reeking impulses Were deplorably snubbed by thought. Being from the slums of mind These hybrids loved the dirt of arguments Inherited from centuries of men, Stopping now and then To order emotional brandy. It is unnecessary To tell that Captain Simmons was old, With a body like the fading dream Of an athlete, and a face Made womanly by age. MORE ABOUT CAPTAIN SIMMONS Captain Simmons’ legs Were praying after much capering. Legs can pray without kneeling When they steal pity from city streets. On Captain Simmons’ face Wrinkled inhibitions were giving Moth-eaten lace to that soft tolerance Where memory and dying desire sleep without dreams. Captain Simmons’ black suit Fitted him loosely while his mind Became him tightly, and the reason Flickered in his smile. For all of life he had hidden Beneath a loose generosity In order to escape the fact That certain of his thoughts Were supplied with tights and slyness, And his smile was a lit candle held For a moment uncertainly over this situation. If one mentioned that Captain Simmons Was possessed by the plight of eyes Like pinched chicaneries of fate, Above a face of visual penuries, One would only hide his essential parts Beneath the futility of explanation. CAPTAIN SIMMONS’ WIFE She moved in a calculating trot, Relinquishing hairsbreadths of her life With each step, and gathering Atoms of humour and melancholy Into one last excuse for existence. It is true that she was playing Housewife to her thoughts and emotions. Her intangible household had attained A weak and exquisite indirectness, And she fiddled with its meager neatness; Protected them as they stooped Over the knitting of remorse; Fed them platters of minced scandal And mildly censured the relish with which they ate; Persuaded them that they could dream best When they were uncomfortable; Swept out bedrooms for fear That the talkative candour of her dislikes Might falter in the presence of dust; And clinked the silver on side-boards In an effort to convince herself That she was still robustly mercenary. Again, she scanned the spots On a bridal-gown and planned, As she had done for years To send it to an imaginary cleaner. 
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